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About This Game

A fantasy voyage through the great mythologies, Loki allows the player to take on the role of one of the four heroes of the
game, each drawn from a different mythology: a mighty Norse fighter, a fierce Greek warrior, a powerful Egyptian magician or

an Aztec shaman who masters the secrets of the spirit world.
Whatever hero the player adopts, he must come to the aid of the gods he worships. He will come to realize that behind the chaos

that is threatening his world lies Seth, the Egyptian god of darkness and evil, who has returned from the kingdom of the dead.
The hero must therefore undertake an epic journey across the various epochs and myths. He will fight a multitude of monsters

of all shapes and sizes, and even overthrow a few gods, on his way to preventing Seth establish his wicked reign.

An epic adventure across four great mythologies - Aztec, Egyptian, Greek and Norse - allowing the player to live
through many of the key episodes that mark these cultures (the siege of Troy, Ragnarok, ......) and setting him in the path
of the most prominent figures within each episode (Achilles, Thor, Akhenaton...)

Choose from four different heroes with radically different attributes and powers. Each hero has a vast array of spells and
skills to help him through his quest.

More than 100 monsters of all shapes and sizes.

Dare to take on mythological creatures that struck fear into the hearts of our ancestors (Fenrir the giant wolf, the
Minotaur in his labyrinth, ...)
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Innumerable story lines through random generation of decors and items, so that nobody lives the same experience and
allowing the game to be played many times without the hero ever having the same set of weapons, armour or spells.

Weapons, being made of two parts (loosely «handle» + «cutting edge») and from different materials, can be customised
at the village forge to change characteristics. Magic runes, found along the way, can multiply a weapon's power.
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Cyanide Studios
Publisher:
Focus Home Interactive
Release Date: 2 Oct, 2007
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This is to the people that made brick rigs, i do have some suggestions for a new update.
1. New weapon: Shotgun, maybe a remington 800
2. New map: Coastline
3. Working water
4. Map Option: Disable building collapes
and lastly...
5. grenades (Flashbangs, AT grenades)
So plz put this in i would be VERY happy :D. Its fun, its fast, and its simple.. what more do you want! :)
This is a great little top-down shooter for lans, or just getting some fustration out after a long day.. It's quite polished for its
current stage.. runs smooth and lag free. I only wish it had 2 things.. 1) Larger player base.. Went online tonight and 0 people
online to play with.. and 2) More interesting levels.. while they are FUN levels, they all sort of look similar so it would be nice
for a few more enviroments.. minor nit-picks though, game is still great!

Certainly worth picking up a 4 pack to share with friends. The old iPhone game Sword & Poker 2 (NOT the awful freemium
remake!) does everything right that Runespell does wrong.

In S&P2, your spells directly affect the poker grid, which allows you to make better, deadlier poker hands. Which is fun.
In Runespell, the spells do NOT let me affect the solitaire/poker game. They just let end it faster.

In S&P2, you actually feel like you're playing (a weird variant of) poker.
In Runespell, the game is much closer to Klondike solitaire. (Fairway Solitaire was fun, but this isn't.)

In S&P2, the story is "Go poker cute monsters to death to save the world... again"
In Runespell, there's this ridiculous grimdark story because you fight everyone with solitaire and poker's UGLY child.

In S&P2, you have incentive to not just defeat the enemy, but to do well - you only get a few healing potions per level, so the
better you fight, the more health you'll have in the next battle.
In Runespell, you heal fully between every fight so who cares as long as you win.. Great game :P. Great game, I <3 Worms.
8/10. To get a 10/10, please add Apple support, Team17!
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This is very limited - there is at present no way to actually play the game. Choosing the 'Play Broomball' option from the menu
just takes you to the tutorial. Only lasts 5 minutes and it turns out to be a waste of time anyway.. Had to run this game with
SteamVR turned off. When I got it running there was no sound. Tried with my exxternal DAC, HTC and soundcard on my
motherboard, but no sound. The gameplay seemed OK, but with no sound it's really hard to judge. Still, with technical problems
like this I can't recommend it.. It looks like an updated version of Space Invaders, and that's what it is. If you want something
that will waste a few minutes, activates that sense of nostalgia, and looks cool, look no further.. This game is a very fun and very
creative game that should be more know :). I love this show, due to it's realistic action and it's excessive gore. It also, stays true
to the history of the franchise's world. Johnny Cage looks just like I imagined him and Scorpion's new outfit looks just as good
as the one in Mortal Kombat (2009)!. Wow! What a game! A friend and I played this game together, and man this was fun! The
puzzles can be challenging, and you need to make sure that you read EVERYTHING! If you have the right partner in this game,
it will be amazing. This was fun, exciting, and at times a little scary! Worth every penny, and hoping that this company makes
another game like it soon! Will be keeping my eyes open for the next one!. Best Battle Royale, 10/10 expierince.

Would buy it again))
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